Section Five: Workshop Readings and Film Excerpts

In advance of the workshop


Sunday 

Central Theme—Atlanta’s Color Line Landmarks

Monday

Central Theme—The Emerging Color Line and Civil War Memory

Primary:

Secondary:

Fiction:

Film:
- *Birth of a Nation* and *Gone With the Wind*, excerpts.
Tuesday  Central Theme—The Color Line in the Southern City


Wednesday  Central Theme—Challenging the Color Line


Film: *Driving Miss Daisy* and *School Daze*, excerpts.

**Thursday Central Theme—The Civil Rights Movement Dismantles the Color Line**


**Fiction:** Alice Walker, From *Meridian*: “Battle Fatigue,” “Driven Snow” and from *In Search of our Mother’s Gardens*: “The Civil Rights Movement,” “Choice: A Tribute to Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,” “Coretta King: Revisited.”